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Abstract
Visual detection and discrimination thresholds are often measured using adaptive staircases, and most studies use transformed
(or weighted) up:down methods with fixed step sizes—in the spirit of Wetherill and Levitt (Br J Mathemat Statist Psychol
1965;18:1–10) or Kaernbach (Percept Psychophys 1991;49:227–229)—instead of changing step size at each trial in accordance
with best-placement rules—in the spirit of Watson and Pelli (Percept Psychophys 1983;47:87–91). It is generally assumed that a
fixed-step-size (FSS) staircase converges on the stimulus level at which a correct response occurs with the probabilities derived by
Wetherill and Levitt or Kaernbach, but this has never been proved rigorously. This work used simulation techniques to determine
the asymptotic and small-sample convergence of FSS staircases as a function of such parameters as the up:down rule, the size of
the steps up or down, the starting stimulus level, or the spread of the psychometric function. The results showed that the
asymptotic convergence of FSS staircases depends much more on the sizes of the steps than it does on the up:down rule. Yet, if
the size D of a step up differs from the size D of a step down in a way that the ratio D:D is constant at a specific value
that changes with up:down rule, then convergence percent-correct is unaffected by the absolute sizes of the steps. For use with
the popular one-, two-, three- and four-down:one-up rules, these ratios must respectively be set at 0.2845, 0.5488, 0.7393 and
0.8415, rendering staircases that converge on the 77.85%-, 80.35%-, 83.15%- and 85.84%-correct points. Wetherill and Levitt’s
transformed up:down rules—which require D:D 1—and the general version of Kaernbach’s weighted up:down rule—which
allows any D:D ratio—fail to reach their presumed targets. The small-sample study showed that, even with the optimal
settings, short FSS staircases (up to 20 reversals in length) are subject to some bias, and their precision is less than reasonable,
but their characteristics improve when the size D of a step up is larger than half the spread of the psychometric function.
Practical recommendations are given for the design of efficient and trustworthy FSS staircases. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The notion of efficient and criterion-free psychophys-
ical procedures is intimately associated with 2AFC
staircases. These are all variations of the up:down
method designed by Dixon and Mood [14], and some of
them implement sophisticated criteria for deciding the
size of each step up or down. For instance, QUEST [90]
is essentially a one-down:one-up method in which the
size of each individual step is determined by the entire
history of the staircase. Papers have recently been pub-
lished that catalog and describe these and other psycho-
physical procedures [59,82].
This paper is concerned with 2AFC staircases in
which the sizes of the steps up and down are fixed,
although they may be different from one another. An
analysis of papers published in Vision Research and the
Journal of the Optical Society of America A in 1994–
1996 showed that psychophysicists prefer these fixed-
step-size (FSS) staircases: out of 120 papers using
2AFC staircases, 82 (68%) used FSS staircases. Table 1
lists their characteristics, revealing that the description
of staircases is often incomplete. In some papers, data
are just said to have been obtained with ‘‘a standard
forced-choice staircase’’, indicating how secondary
these procedures are considered.
* Tel.: 34 91 3943061; fax: 34 91 3943189; e-mail:
psmet04@sis.ucm.es.
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Table 1
Characteristics of the FSS staircases used in recent studies
B C DSource EA F G H
1 dB 1 dB NoAkutsu and Legge (1995) [1] R: 93:1 R: 4 4G 79%
? ?Alexander et al. (1994) [2] Yes3:1 R: 12 R: 12 ? 79%
? ? Yes R: 122:1 R: 12 ? 71%
0.1 0.1 Yes R: 8Alexander et al. (1995) [3] R: 82:1 2 70%
0.1 0.1 Yes R: 123:1 R: 12Alexander et al. (1995) [4] ? 79%
0.1 0.1 Yes2:1 R: 12 R: 12 ? 71%
0.1a 0.1a No n.a.3:1 R: 6Anderson (1996) [5]c 1 —
0.1a 0.1a Yes R: 6Bedell and Johnson (1995) [6] R: 62:1 ]2 —
0.1 0.1 No R: 72:1 R: 5Borsting et al. (1996) [7] ? —
0.22 dB 0.22 dB No R: 14Braje et al. (1995) [8] R: 12? 3 79%
4 dB 1 dB Yes R: 101:1 R: 10Cobo-Lewis and Yeh (1994) [10] ]4 80%
? ? No ?Coletta and Sharma (1995) [11] ?? ? 71%
? ? No R: 10? R: 6van Damme and van de Grind (1996) [12] ? 79%
0. 075 0.075Daugman and Downing (1995) [13] Yes2:1 ? ? 4–8 71%
1b 1b Yes R: 63:1 R: 6Edwards and Badcock (1995) [15] 10 79%
1b 1b Yes R: 6Edwards and Badcock (1996) [16] R: 6? 10 79%
1b 1b Yes R: 6? R: 6Edwards et al. (1996) [17] 10 79%
0.1 0.1 Yes R: 10Fredericksen et al. (1994) [18] R: 63:1 ? 79%
0.05 0.05 Yes R: 63:1 R: 6Fredericksen et al. (1994) [19,20] ? 79%
? ? No ?Gegenfurtner and Hawken (1995) [21] ?? ? 79%
0.5 0.5 No R: 61:1 ?Gegenfurtner and Hawken (1996) [22] 12 —
? ? No ?Greenstein et al. (1996) [26] R: 8–12? 2 71%
? ? No ?? T: 100He and MacLeod (1996) [27] \1F 84%
0.5a 0.5a Yes R: 40Heidenreich and Turano (1996) [28] R: 402:1 2 70.7%
5 dB, 1 dB 5 dB, 1 dB Yes R: 102:1 R: 8Hess et al. (1996) [29]d ? —
? ? No R: 10Hu¨bner (1996) [30,31] R: 62:1 3M 70.7%
0.3 0.1 No n.a.1:1 n.a.Kim and Mayer (1994) [34]e ? 62.8%
0.5a 0.5a No R: 12Kingdom and Whittle (1996) [36] R: 10G2:1 ? 70.7%
? ? No ?3:1 ?Krauskopf et al. (1996) [37] 2 —
0.003, 0.01b 0.003, 0.01b Yes R: 6 R: 3Lawton and Tyler (1994) [39]f 2–43:1 79%
? ? No R: 12? R: 7Losada and Mullen (1994) [40] ]3 —
? ? No R: ]8Losada and Mullen (1995) [41] R: 5? ]3 —
0.1 0.1 Yes R: 84:1 R: 8Luntinen et al. (1995) [42] ]3M 84%
0.04 0.04 Yes R: 12Mahon and Vingrys (1996) [43] R: 12G3:1 4 —
0.1 0.1 Yes R: 83:1 R: 8Ma¨kela¨ et al. (1994) [44] ]3G 79%
2, 5, 10b 2, 5, 10b Yes R: 8Mateeff et al. (1995) [45]g R: 83:1 ? 79%
0.3 0.1 No n.a.1:1 ?Mayer et al. (1995) [46]h 2 —
? ? No R: 10McCourt and Kingdom (1996) [47] R: 8G? ? 70.7%
0.52b 0.52b No R: 82:1 R: 6McCourt and Paulson (1994) [48] ? 71%
0.1 0.1 Yes R: 7Meese (1995) [49] Trials? 2F 79.4%
0.1 0.1 Yes R: 123:1 R: 12GMetha et al. (1994) [50] ? 79%
0.08 0.08 No ?Miyahara et al. (1996) [51] R: 4? 4M —
? ? No R: 12? R: 7Mullen and Losada (1994) [52] ]3 —
0.1 0.05 Yes R: 8Mullen et al. (1996) [53] R: 7G2:1 ? 82%
? ? Yes R: 42:1 R: 4Nagy and Kamholz (1995) [54] 8 71%
0.1 0.1 No R: 8 R: 8 3Na¨sa¨nen et al. (1994) [55] 84%4:1
1, 2b 1, 2b Yes R: ]5? R: 5Nerger et al (1995) [56]g 3–5 —
0.5a 0.5a No T: 50Nicholas et al. (1996) [57] R: 33:1 2–3M 79%
0.0375 0.0375 Yes R: 62:1 R: 6Olson et al. (1994) [58] ? 71%
0.2a 0.1a Yes T: 48Polat and Sagi (1994) [60] T: 404:2 4–8 75%
0.125a 0.125a No R: 62:1 R: 6Raymond (1994) [61]i ? 71%
0.1 0.1 No R: 7Ridder and Tomlinson (1995) [62] R: 52:1 ? —
0.1 0.1 Yes R: 84:1 R: 8GRovamo and Kukkonen (1996) [63] ]3G 84%
0.1 0.1 Yes R: 8 R: 8 ]3GRovamo et al. (1994) [64,65] 84%4:1
0.1 0.1 Yes R: 84:1 R: 8Rovamo et al. (1995, 1996) [66,67] ]3M 84%
0.1 0.1 Yes R: 8Rovamo et al. (1996) [68] R: 8G4:1 ]3G 84%
2 dB 1 dB No R: 102:1 R: 6Sankeralli and Mullen (1996) [69] ? 81.6%
? ? No T: 100 R: (2:3)R 5Sa´ry et al. (1994) [70] 79%4:1
? ? No R: 102:1 R: 8Scase et al. (1996) [71] 1–2 71%
0.1 0.1 Yes R: 4 R: 4G ?Schefrin et al. (1995) [72] —3:1
? ? No T: 48 T: 45 2F1:1 83%Smallman and MacLeod (1994) [75]
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Table 1 (continued)
Source A B C D E F G H
0.05 0.05 Yes R: 8 R: 8 ? 82%Snowden et al. (1995) [76] 2:1
? ? No R: 10? R: 8Sutter et al. (1995) [78] 1 70.7%
? ? No R: 10 R: 8? 1 79.4%
? ? No ?2:1 ?Swanson (1996) [79] 1F —
0.1a 0.1aThibos et al. (1996) [80] No3:1 R: 7 R: 7 ? 79%
0.1a 0.1a No R: 153:1 R: 12Tjan et al. (1995) [81] 3 79%
? ? No R: 9Tulunay-Keesey and Olson (1996) [83] R: 42:1 4 71%
0.5a 0.5a Yes R: 162:1 TrialsTurano and Heidenreich (1996) [84] 1F —
3:1Verdon and Haegerstrom-Portnoy (1996) [85] 0.08 0.08 Yes T: 50 Trials 2F —
15, 30, 45b 15, 30, 45b No T: 303:1 T: 30Verghese and Nakayama (1994) [86]j ]6F —
1:1Verghese and Stone (1995) [87] ? ? No R: 12 Trials ]4F 82%
? ? No ?Verstraten et al. (1996) [88] ?? ? 79%
0.25 0.25 No n.a.3:1 R: ?Volz and Zanker (1996) [89]k ? 79%
0.075 0.075 Yes R: 6Wattam-Bell (1996) [91] R: 62:1 ? 70.7%
? ? No R: 112:1 R: 9Waugh and Hess (1994) [92] ? 71%
2:1Wu et al. (1996) [96]l 0.1, 0.07 0.1, 0.07 Yes R: 10 R: 10 3–5 —
1.8b 0.6b No R: 101:1 R: 6Yu and Essock (1996) [97,98] 5–6 —
3:1Zanker and Hu¨pgens (1994) [99] 0.04 0.04 Yes R: 4 T: \2R 2 79%
0.1 0.1 No R: 10 R: 8GZenger and Sagi (1996) [100] ?3:1 79%
A, up:down rule, with first numeral indicating number down and second numeral indicating number up ; (B) up-step size, in log units except where
otherwise indicated; C, down-step size, in log units except where otherwise indicated; D, preliminary phase (if this phase was not referred to
explicitly, it was assumed that it was not run); E, termination criterion, with R indicating a fixed number of reversals and T indicating a fixed
number of trials; F, number of data used to estimate threshold, with R indicating stimulus levels at the (last) specified reversal values and T
indicating stimulus levels at the (last) specified trial values. Data were averaged linearly, except where a G appears after the numeral to indicate
that a geometric mean was computed. G, number of staircases run to obtain a final estimate as the arithmetic mean (no marker), median (M
marker), geometric mean (G marker) of the individual data, or by fitting a psychometric function to the data (F marker). H, percent-correct point
reported to be targeted by the staircase.
a Step size is indicated as a fractional increase or decrease of the stimulus level (Section 3.3).
b Step size is expressed in linear units.
c The termination criterion was based on the size of the requested change of stimulus level.
d The first step size was used until the third reversal, and the second step size was used afterwards.
e The staircase terminated when an incorrect response occurred within 0.2 log units of the preceding wrong response, and threshold was defined
as the average of these two values.
f The larger step size was applied when current contrast was above m0.108.
g The conditions used for each step size used are not reported.
h The staircase terminated when a wrong response occurred at the same (or adjacent) stimulus level as the previous wrong response.
i Step size was forced to be at or above a minimum value.
j The different step sizes were used in different experiments.
k The termination rule was based on the difference between the thresholds that would be estimated from the two immediately preceding blocks
of three reversals.
l The first step size was used until the second reversal, and the second step size was used afterwards.
At the least, lack of specification of the details of a
staircase hampers replicability. This will not be appreci-
ated if one subscribes to the common belief that every
staircase that implements a given up:down rule will
always target the same percent-correct point, but this
has never been proved rigorously. Wetherill and Levitt
([93]; see also Ref. [9]) applied some probabilistic con-
siderations to speculating on the percent-correct points
on which FSS staircases implementing some trans-
formed up:down rules should converge, as did Kaern-
bach [32] for designing weighted up:down rules. The
validity of these arguments is suspect, since the sizes of
the steps relative to the spread of the psychometric
function affect some staircase procedures more than
others [25,32]. Also, Stillman [77] used staircases that
supposedly target the 71%- and 79%-correct points, but
testing at the resulting thresholds showed that the
stimuli were detected a significantly smaller percent of
times. Then, the question of what percent-correct point
each up:down rule targets is still unanswered, as is that
of what factors affect it.
Several studies have compared the small-sample bias,
precision and efficiency of some FSS staircases for fixed
number of trials (e.g. Refs. [24,25,32,33,73,74]), but no
work appears to have studied these characteristics in
the more frequent case of fixed number of re6ersals.
More important, these studies have all assumed
Wetherill and Levitt’s [93] or Kaernbach’s [32] claims as
to the percent-correct point on which up:down rules
converge. If these claims prove wrong, apparent bias
will occur as a result of convergence on a point other
than the presumed one.
The work described in this paper used simulation
techniques to determine the asymptotic and small-sam-
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ple properties of FSS staircases implementing some of
Wetherill and Levitt’s [93] transformed up:down rules,
Kaernbach’s [32] weighted up:down rule, and a natural
extension of these that can be called transformed and
weighted up:down rules (see Section 2). The conditions
explored in the study are described in Section 3, and
include the up:down rule, the sizes of the steps, and the
starting point of the staircase. Asymptotic results are
presented in Section 4, and can easily be summarized: in
general, the percent-correct point targeted by an FSS
staircase depends more on the sizes of the steps than on
the up:down rule. Yet, if the size of a step down is a
specific fraction of the size of a step up—a fraction that
differs across rules—then the target is unaffected by the
sizes of the steps. Section 5 presents results bearing on
the small-sample characteristics of these optimal stair-
cases, showing that they may fail to achieve their
potential in the typical small-sample setting. Section 6
summarizes the results and gives recommendations for
users of FSS staircases. Readers who are content with the
practical consequences of this study may skip Section 4
and Section 5. The language of contrast detection tasks
is used throughout this paper, but all conclusions must
apply to any task where a 2AFC staircase is suitable.
2. The up:down method and its variants
Along an FSS staircase, the stimulus level at any given
trial depends on the subject’s responses in one or more
of the preceding trials. Let D be the set of events
(sequences of responses over one or more trials) that
trigger a step down, let U be the set of events that trigger
a step up, and let C be a monotonic increasing psycho-
metric function. Then, Prob(D x) and Prob(U x), respec-
tively, are the probabilities of a step down and a step up
at stimulus level x, and there is some level x0 such that
Prob(U x0)Prob(D x0). Different procedures arise as a
result of (i) how the sets D and U are defined and (ii) what
the relative sizes of the steps up and down are.
2.1. Dixon and Mood’s up:down method [14]
In the simplest case, every correct response (C) deter-
mines a step down of fixed size D and every wrong
response (W) determines a step up of the same size. Thus,
D{C}, U{W}, Prob(D x)C(x) and Prob(U x)
1C(x). Then, C(x0)1C(x0), so that C(x0)1:2.
In other words, Prob(D x)\Prob(U x) if x\x0 and
Prob(D x)BProb(U x) if xBx0.
2.2. Wetherill and Le6itt’s transformed up:down
methods [93]
This variant of the up:down method allows the sets D
and U to include several sequences of responses over
various numbers of consecutive trials, although the steps
up and down continue to be identical in size. For some
examples of how the sets D and U can be defined see
Wetherill and Levitt ([93]; Table 1) or Brown ([9]; Table
1). In these circumstances, Prob(D x) and Prob(U x)
must be derived as some transformation f of C(x). Then
Prob(D x) f(C(x)) and Prob(U x)1 f(C(x)), from
where only C(x0) f 1(1:2) obtains. The only implica-
tion is again that Prob(D x)\Prob(U x) when x\x0
and Prob(D x)BProb(U x) when xBx0.
2.3. Kaernbach’s weighted up:down method [32]
This is a different variant of the simple up:down
method in which the sets D and U remain as described
in Section 2.1, but the size of a step up, D, differs from
that of a step down, D. Using the same notation as
above, Kaernbach [32] claimed without apparent justifi-
cation that1
DC(x0)D(1C(x0)), (1)
which obviously reduces to the corresponding equation
for the simple up:down method when D D. Eq. (1)





2.4. Transformed and weighted up:down methods
A fourth alternative presents itself at this point, which
results from combining non-unitary sets D and U (as in
the transformed up:down methods) with unequal sizes
for the steps up and down (as in the weighted up:down
method). One might assume that the equation that
applies here is
Df(C(x0))D(1 f(C(x0))), (3)
where f is the transformation appropriate for the trans-
formed up:down rule adopted. Eq. (3) is the most








The foregoing presentation of the four methods has
made clear that the only true fact about them is that the
specific stimulus level x0 satisfying Prob(U x0)
Prob(D x0) varies across methods, since C(x0) must
1 Bernhard Treutwein pointed out that Sup and Sdown are inter-
changed in Kaernbach’s Eq. (1) [32].
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Fig. 1. Psychometric Weibull functions with three spreads s, all located at m101.5 with respect to p0.75. Scale and form parameters are (a)
a0.044, b1.143; (b) a0.037, b2.287; (c) a0.034, b4.574.
have different values for different methods (see Eq. (2)
and Eq. (4) and similar equations in Section 2.1 and
Section 2.2). For use with their up:down method,
Dixon and Mood [14] derived maximum-likelihood esti-
mators for x0 under several restrictive conditions, and
they also proved that computationally simpler approxi-
mations work reasonably well under additional restric-
tions. Wetherill et al. [94] showed that still simpler
estimators based on the average of the reversal values
are just as good under the same conditions. Apparently,
Wetherill and Levitt [93] and Kaernbach [32] simply
assumed that the average of reversal values will also
provide approximate estimates of x0 under their modifi-
cations of the simple up:down method.
3. General methods
3.1. Psychometric functions
The general form of a psychometric function, C, is
(see Ref. [82])
C(x) (1pl)F(x)pg[1F(x)], xR, (5)
where pl is the lapsing level, pg is the guessing level and
F(x) is the probability of a psychophysical outcome at
stimulus level x. In the present context the outcome is
detection, and the stimulus-level variable is contrast. (In
what follows, the usual name for Michelson-like con-
trasts, m, will replace x ; thus, the domain of the
psychometric function is restricted to 05m51.)
Eq. (5) expresses the probability of a correct response
as the sum of the probabilities of detecting the pattern
and not lapsing (first summand) and not detecting but
guessing correctly (second summand). The function F
that is transformed to produce C is largely unknown,
but any function that qualifies as a cumulative distribu-
tion function can safely be used in its place. A Weibull










where a and b are the scale and form parameters of
the Weibull function (see Ref. [82], Textbox 2). Since
a and b lack a straightforward psychophysical inter-
pretation, their values were chosen so that the result-
ing functions have predetermined spread and location,
as defined next.
The spread s of a psychometric function is the
extent over which it displays non-asymptotic behavior,
measured in whichever units are relevant. Formally,
let minf and msup be such that C(minf)pgd and
C(msup)1pld for some 0BdB (1plpg):2.
Then, for contrast detection, where log contrast is the
relevant unit, s log msup log minf and a psychomet-
ric Weibull function can easily be made to have the









Similarly, the location m of a psychometric function is
the point satisfying C(m)p for some probability
pgBpB1pl. A psychometric Weibull function of
spread s (i.e. with form b as given by Eq. (7)) will
have location m (in linear units) with respect to p
provided that
am(ln[(1plpg):(1plp)])1:b. (8)
In the main study, pl0 and d0.01 were arbitrarily
set, and pg0.5 was chosen to reflect a 2AFC task.
Beyond these common settings, functions were de-
signed to have the desired spreads s and locations m
with respect to any convenient probability p. Func-
tions located at m101.5 with respect to p (1
plpg):20.75, but with s2, 1 and 0.5, are shown
in Fig. 1.
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3.2. Up:down rule and length of staircases
The staircases most widely used move one step up
after a wrong response, but they differ as to how many
consecutive correct responses are required to move one
step down (see Table 1, column A). This study consid-
ers the most popular one-, two-, three- and four-down:
one-up rules.
The length of a staircase is usually specified as a fixed
number of reversals (see Table 1, column E), and the
staircase finishes after however many trials are required
to reach that number of reversals. Lengths for the
staircases in this study ranged from a few to a few
thousand reversals.
3.3. Step sizes
The size D of a step up may differ from the size D
of a step down (see Table 1, columns B and C). Step
size is usually given in log units, but it can also be given
in dB (1 log unit20 dB) or as a fractional increment
or decrement of the current stimulus level. Increasing
the stimulus level by a factor K\0 implies D 
log(1K) log units; decreasing it by a factor 0BK
B1 implies D   log(1K) log units2. If
K K, the above relations imply D\D.
In this paper, step size is given in log units and D is
expressed relative to D, although the relationship
between D and D varied across simulations.
3.4. Starting 6alues
A preliminary phase is often used to obtain a starting
value for an FSS staircase (see Table 1, column D).
This phase was not simulated in this study, but its
effects were taken into account by allowing the stair-
cases to have a number of starting values, m1, that
varied across simulations.
3.5. Boundary conditions
Rules may call for stimulus levels that are beyond
boundaries (physical or otherwise). Two boundary con-
ditions were used in these simulations: truncation,
whereby off-limits values called for by the rules are
replaced with the corresponding boundary value for all
purposes; and carry-on, whereby application of the
staircase rules proceeds as if there were no boundaries,
but stimuli are presented at boundary levels whenever
off-limits values are called for.
3.6. Simulation approach and random number
generation
Simulations ran for specific combinations of all of
the factors described above. In any given simulation,
the contrast at the j-th trial, mj, was entered into the
psychometric function to obtain the probability C(mj)
of a correct response in that trial, and a comparison
uniformly distributed random number uj was generated
as described by Wichmann and Hill [95]. A correct
response was recorded if uj5C(mj), and a wrong re-
sponse was recorded otherwise. This response was used
in accordance with the staircase settings (up:down rule,
step size, boundary condition, length) to determine
either a stimulus level for the next trial or the termina-
tion of the procedure.
3.7. Dependent 6ariables
In empirical practice, threshold is most often esti-
mated by averaging stimulus levels at the reversal
points (see Table 1, columns F and G). Thus, upon
completion of each staircase at least two measures of
the dependent variable (threshold) were computed by

















where N is the length of the staircase and mi is the
contrast at the i-th reversal (15 i5N). The transfor-
mation of Mlog that expresses its value in linear units
shows that these two methods amount to computing
the arithmetic or the geometric mean of the linear
contrasts mi.
In most cases, the sums in Eq. (9) and Eq. (10) ran
for only a subset of the last reversals (i.e. from some
i\1 up to N) in order to match the empirical practice
of excluding the first few reversals from the final
threshold estimate. In other cases, additional threshold
estimates were obtained which were analogously com-
puted but from all stimulus levels (as opposed to from
reversal values only) that were presented beyond some
given point along the course of the staircase3. Alterna-
tive approaches to estimating threshold from FSS stair-
cases such as maximum-likelihood or Bayesian methods
will not be covered in this paper (but see Section 6.4).
3 Averaging all stimulus levels implies counting each level once no
matter how many trials were placed at that level before moving to the
next one.
2 A step up after the j-th trial at stimulus level mj implies mj1
mj(1K
), while a step down implies mj1mj(1K
).
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Table 2
D:D ratios used with each up:down rule in the simulations
One-down:one-up f(y)y Three-down:one-up f(y)y3Two-down:one-up f(y)y2 Four-down:one-up f(y)y4
Presumed targetD:D Presumed targetPresumed target D:DD:D D:D Presumed target
(%) (%) (%)(%)
0.5488 80.35 0.5488 86.430.1892 0.548884.09 89.64
0.7393 75.83 0.739379.37 83.150.2599 0.7393 87.08
77.850.2845 0.8415 73.69 0.8415 81.58 0.8415 85.84
0.3333 1.000075.00 70.71 1.0000 79.37 1.0000 84.09
1.3000 65.94 1.3000 75.76 1.300070.71 81.200.4142
The presumed target for each D:D ratio is obtained from Eq. (4) using the transformation f that is listed under each up:down rule. Ratios
indicated in boldface for a one-down:one-up rule result in presumed targets that coincide with those for the remaining rules when the latter are
used with a ratio of unity (also in boldface under the corresponding columns). A ratio of 1:3 was also included for use with the one-down:one-up
rule, which is the case analyzed by Kaernbach [32]. The remaining ratios either represent optimal values (in the sense discussed in the text) or they
merely serve illustrative purposes.
4. Asymptotic characteristics
Formally, asymptotic convergence of a staircase is
the limit of the average of the reversal values (or any
other final measure obtained from the staircase trials,
for that matter) as the number of reversals increases,
i.e. the limit of Eq. (9) or Eq. (10) as N tends to infinity.
There is no expression for mi as a function of the
reversal index i that could allow treating this problem
analytically. Yet, if a given staircase procedure con-
verges asymptotically, then independent replicas of an
infinitely long staircase will always provide exactly the
same threshold estimate. In an actual simulation, the
length of a staircase must be finite and asymptotic
convergence is considered proved if the threshold esti-
mates obtained from a sample of independent runs of a
sufficiently long such staircase have a narrow, symmet-
ric and uni-modal distribution around some point.
4.1. Method
In this study, step size is defined relative to the
spread of the psychometric function. Thus, steps up D
were defined in a way such that the ratio D:s attained
specific values. Also, steps down D were always
defined as some (variable) factor of D. A set of
431542314880 simulation conditions
were defined as the factorial combination of four up:
down rules (one-, two-, three- and four-down:one-up),
31 relative step sizes D:s (from 0.025 to 1.525, in
increments of 0.05), five ratios D:D that covaried
with up:down rule (see Table 2), four starting values
(m1100, 101, 102 and 103), two boundary condi-
tions (defined in Section 3.5), and three spreads for
psychometric functions located at m101.5 (s2, 1
and 0.5).
The probability p with respect to which the location
of C is defined covaried with up:down rule and D:D
ratio. In each case, location was defined with respect to
the presumed convergence probability (from Eq. (4)),
which is expressed as a percentage in Table 2. With
these choices, the presumed target of each staircase
always fell at m101.5, and the four starting values
m1 represented the same request for all staircases to
travel a distance of 0.5 or 1.5 log units either upwards
or downwards along the contrast continuum in order to
reach their presumed targets.
Two hundred independent staircases requiring 10000
reversals each were simulated in each condition. Each
staircase contributed only one datum, although this
could have any of the forms discussed in Section 3.7.
The final threshold estimate from each staircase was
computed from only the last 9000 reversals.
Convergence was assessed by analyzing the distribu-
tion of the 200 threshold estimates obtained in each
run. A con6ergence contrast was computed as the arith-
metic mean of this distribution, and its standard devia-
tion (S.D.) was used to compute a con6ergence contrast
inter6al with boundaries defined 9S.D. away from the
convergence contrast. A con6ergence percent-correct
was determined by entering the convergence contrast
into the psychometric function used in that run, and
expressing the probability associated with it as a per-
centage, and a con6ergence percent-correct inter6al was
analogously obtained from the boundaries of the con-
vergence contrast interval.
4.2. Results and discussion
4.2.1. Con6ergence
Fig. 2 shows histograms of the 200 threshold esti-
mates obtained in one of the runs. Both histograms
show clear signs of convergence, and all staircases are
aiming at the target indicated by the convergence per-
cent-correct printed at the top of each panel. In both
cases the convergence percent-correct is close to the
presumed target of 70.71%, although this value is not
within the convergence percent-correct interval of any
distribution.
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Histograms from other runs displayed thoroughly
analogous characteristics. Fig. 3 shows a broader pic-
ture of target percent-correct as a function of relative
step size from 1240 runs with a starting value m11
and truncation as the boundary condition. The two
convergence percent-correct values discussed in the pre-
ceding paragraph are represented as the leftmost open
and filled upright triangles in the second panel of Fig.
3(a), and they are close to the dashed horizontal line at
70.71% indicating the presumed target that this run
would reach. A quick browse through the panels in Fig.
3 reveals that in most cases the actual target for any
given pairing of up:down rule and D:D ratio
(strings of symbols) varies with relative step size, devi-
ating strongly from the presumed constant target (hori-
zontal dashed lines). Fig. 3 shows the effects of all of
the factors included in the study, and these are de-
scribed next.
Before going into those details, note that for each
type of symbol (triangle, circle or quadrilateral) in the
second panel of Fig. 3(a), target percent-corrects based
on Eq. (9) (open symbols) are similar to those based on
Eq. (10) (filled symbols) only when relative step size is
very small (i.e. at the leftmost portion of each string of
symbols), but the lines connecting open vs. filled sym-
bols of any given type diverge sharply as relative step
size increases. This pattern occurred in all of the re-
maining panels and indicates an inherent flaw in the use
of Eq. (9) when step size is constant in a log scale. For
this reason, results based on means in linear contrast
units have been omitted in the remaining panels of Fig.
3, and they will no longer be reported.
4.2.2. Effects of boundary condition
One of the major differences between Fig. 3(a) and
Fig. 3(b) serves to illustrate the effects of boundary
conditions: the left half (for D:sB0.7) of any string
of symbols is similar in left and right panels, but the
right halves take different paths for larger relative step
sizes4 and this is caused by truncation: large relative
step sizes with a very broad psychometric function (Fig.
3(a)) tend to have steps up that call for contrasts
beyond the physical limit of unity, while this does not
occur with a much narrower psychometric function
(Fig. 3(b)). Thus, although the psychometric functions
are scaled versions of each other, the ‘truncated’ stair-
cases in Fig. 3(a) are not replicas of their counterparts
in Fig. 3(b). All curves in Fig. 3(a) had exactly the same
shape as those in Fig. 3(b) when carry-on was used as
the boundary condition. The implication is, then, that
carry-on is the boundary condition for use with FSS
staircases, since only then the target percent-correct is
unaffected by the spread (or location) of C.
4.2.3. Effects of starting 6alue
Plots for other starting values did not differ from
those in Fig. 3 except for the case D:D 1 (upright
triangles in the three bottom rows of Fig. 3). Then, this
is the only condition where starting value affects con-
vergence percent-correct. When used with steps up and
down of identical size, staircase trials sample the psy-
chometric function at equally spaced intervals with an
offset that varies with starting value. As it turns out,
these offsets have a strong effect on convergence per-
cent-correct, which is also shown in the panels of Fig.
3: although a starting value m11 was used in both
cases, the different s values determine a different offset
in Fig. 3(a) as compared to Fig. 3(b). When these
offsets were made identical by setting m1m100.75s so
that starting value was always 0.75s log units above m,
the strings of upright triangles turned up identical
(however unruly) in left vs. right panels. Of course, this
Fig. 2. Histograms of the 200 measures of Mlin (top) and Mlog
(bottom) obtained in a run implementing the two-down:one-up rule
with step sizes D D 0.05 log units. The assumed psychometric
function had spread s2 (thus, relative step size is D:s0.025)
and was located at m101.5 with respect to p0.7071. Starting
value for the staircases was m11. The middle vertical line at the top
of each panel is drawn at the mean of each distribution (i.e. at the
convergence contrast) and the flanking lines are drawn at 91 S.D. of
the mean (i.e. at the boundaries of the convergence contrast interval).
Numbers above each of these three lines are the convergence percent-
correct (middle value) and the limits of the convergence percent-cor-
rect interval (bracketing values), obtained as discussed in Section 4.1.
4 The only exceptions are the strings of upright triangles in the
three bottom rows of Fig. 3, whose wavy shape has a different cause
that will be commented on below.
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Fig. 3. Asymptotic convergence percent correct as a function of relative step size D:s for staircases implementing one-down:one-up (first row),
two-down:one-up (second row), three-down:one-up (third row) and four-down:one-up (fourth row) rules, each under two different spreads of the
psychometric function (with values indicated at the top of each column). Each of the five strings of symbols in each panel pertains to a different
ratio D:D as listed in Table 2. In the first row these are valued at 0.1892 (diamonds), 0.2599 (squares), 0.2845 (circles), 0.3333 (upright
triangles) and 0.4142 (inverted triangles). In the three bottom rows, D:D ratios are valued at 0.5488 (diamonds), 0.7393 (squares), 0.8415
(circles), 1.0 (upright triangles) and 1.3 (inverted triangles). Open symbols (in the second panel on the left) indicate convergence percent correct
when final threshold is estimated as the arithmetic mean of reversal values in linear (Michelson-like) contrast units, and filled symbols indicate
convergence when the threshold is computed as the geometric mean of those reversal values. Vertical lines through each symbol (when larger than
symbol size) indicate the size of the asymptotic convergence percent-correct interval. The horizontal dashed lines in each panel are drawn at the
presumed targets (from Eq. (4); see Table 2) for the corresponding up:down rule and D:D ratio (as a tracker, the presumed and actual targets
roughly agree in the leftmost part of each panel). The starting value in all cases was m11.
compensatory measure is not available in practice, since
neither s nor m are known with the required precision.
Even if they were, target percent-correct is still strongly
affected by the (identical) sizes of the steps up and
down. Then, the implication is that D:D 1 should
be avoided, since the target percent-correct will not be
known in any practical application.
4.2.4. Effects of spread of the psychometric function
Contrary to what Fig. 3 suggests at first glance, the
spread of C does not affect convergence: if carry-on is
used as the boundary condition and the inadvisable
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ratio D:D 1 is counted off, convergence percent-
correct does not change with s. (The results for s1,
not shown in Fig. 3, were identical to those in Fig. 3(b)
with the only exception of the strings of upright trian-
gles in the three bottom panels.)
4.2.5. Effects of relati6e step size D:s and the ratio
D:D
It is clear in any individual panel of Fig. 3(b)5 that
convergence percent-correct varies with the ratio D:
D (as Eq. (4) suggests), but for any given ratio it is
also strongly dependent on the relative size of the steps
with respect to the spread of the psychometric function,
an effect that cannot be accounted for by Eq. (4).
As regards the one-down:one-up rule (top panel of
Fig. 3(b)), the presumed (from Eq. (2)) and actual
targets only coincide for small relative step sizes (from
Fig. 3(b), when D:sB0.05). For larger relative step
sizes, the actual target percent-correct may differ sub-
stantially from that arising from Eq. (2), and only when
D:D 0.2845 (circles in the top panel of Fig. 3(b))
does the target turn out to be roughly independent of
step size, at least for relative sizes up to about 1.1.
Therefore, it is not true that the weighted up:down
method ‘‘can converge to any desired point on the
psychometric function’’ ([32]; p. 227) for steps of arbi-
trary size.
A similar conclusion applies to the transformed up:
down rules of Wetherill and Levitt [93], which require
D:D 1 (upright triangles in the three bottom pan-
els of Fig. 3(b)): convergence occurs on the presumed
targets only if relative step size is very small (from Fig.
3(b), only when D:sB0.05). For minimally larger
step sizes the target shifts downwards, and still larger
step sizes result in the target fluctuating sharply as
relative step size increases, describing a wavy pattern
whose shape is determined by the starting point of the
staircase (see discussion above).
In the case of the transformed and weighted up:down
rules of Section 2.4, the same conclusion applies that
convergence occurs on the presumed percent-correct
points (from Eq. (4)) only when D:s is very small.
When D:D\1 (inverted triangles in the three bot-
tom panels of Fig. 3(b)) target percent-correct gets
closer to the 50%-correct point (guessing level) with
increasing relative step size, especially for the two-
down:one-up rule. Interestingly, a specific ratio D:D
B1 can be found for each up:down rule that produces
convergence on a point that is roughly the same for all
D:s51.1: for a two-down:one-up rule, a ratio D:
D 0.5488 seems appropriate (diamonds in the sec-
ond panel of Fig. 3(b)), while D:D 0.7393 is
optimal for a three-down:one-up rule (squares in the
third panel of Fig. 3(b)), and D:D 0.8415 seems
appropriate for use with a four-down:one-up rule (cir-
cles in the bottom panel of Fig. 3(b))6.
For the four rules, an upper limit seems to exist on
relative step size for this constancy to hold: note that
the line representing the optimal D:D ratio in each
panel significantly begins to drift upwards above, say,
D:s\1.2. Additional simulations showed that the
trend that these rightmost portions start to show in all
four panels of Fig. 3(b) persisted for 1.55D:s52
while, on the other end, convergence percent-correct
was very approximately constant and in agreement with
the presumed target arising from Eq. (4) when 0.0015
D:s50.01.
4.2.6. Transformed 6s. weighted up:down methods
As indicated in Table 2, this study included ratios for
use with the weighted up:down rule of Kaernbach [32]
that, according to Eq. (2), would target the same per-
cent-correct points as the transformed up:down rules of
Wetherill and Levitt [93], thus allowing a comparison
of two different methods with supposedly identical
outcomes. A clear difference arises between them: since
weighted up:down methods use unequal step sizes up
and down, they are not subject to the fluctuations that
affect the transformed up:down methods (compare in-
verted triangles in the first panel of Fig. 3(b) with
upright triangles in the second panel; squares in the first
panel with upright triangles in the third panel; and
diamonds in the first panel with upright triangles in the
fourth panel). Yet, neither of the two alternatives is
advisable.
4.3. Summary and conclusions
These results can be summarized as follows: the point
on which FSS staircases converge asymptotically is (i)
potentially affected by truncation as a boundary condi-
tion, (ii) unaffected by starting value provided D"
D, and (iii) strongly dependent on step size, although
this dependence can be countered by setting the ratio
D:D to a specific value that changes with up:down
rule. For any given up:down rule with the optimal
D:D ratio, the target point roughly agrees with that
obtained from Eq. (4). Also, these results strongly
advise against the use of D D.
Whether staircases converge on the percent-correct
points derived by Wetherill and Levitt [93] or Kaern-
6 These, along with D:D 0.2845 for the one-down:one-up
rule, are indeed the optimal ratios, that were found along the course
of preliminary simulations that explored a broad range of values
differing by as little as 0.0001. No ratio could be found that produced
convergence on a fixed percent-correct point regardless of relative
step size, and the so-called optimal ratio for each rule was defined as
that which produced convergence to within 91% point of some
percent-correct point up to a relative step size D:s1.
5 Fig. 3(a) will be ignored henceforth, since it only serves to
illustrate the points just made.
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bach [32] is not an issue. The critical issue is whether
the statement that some staircase converges on the
P%-correct point is true irrespective of all procedural
characteristics. This study has shown that this is not the
case in general, but it may be if (i) a carry-on boundary
condition is used, (ii) D:s51.1, and (iii) D and D
are in the optimal ratio for the up:down rule adopted.
According to our results (and within the up:down rules
included in this study) there are only four advisable
FSS staircases: one-down:one-up with D:D 
0.2845, which converges around (i.e. within 91% point
of) the 77.85%-correct point; two-down:one-up with
D:D 0.5488, which converges around the 80.35%-
correct point; three-down:one-up with D:D 
0.7393, which converges around the 83.15%-correct
point; and four-down:one-up with D:D 0.8415,
which converges around the 85.84%-correct point.
These are certainly different from the most popular
choice (see Table 1, columns B and C) of setting
D D —as Wetherill and Levitt [93] proposed—
and imply exactly the opposite to what results when D
and D are both defined as the same fractional increase
or decrease of the stimulus level (see Section 3.3).
It could be argued that this study violates an implicit
assumption in Wetherill and Levitt’s work [93]: we have
used Weibull functions instead of cumulative gaussians
to define psychometric functions. The basic difference
between the two functions is that their derivatives are
skewed (Weibull) or symmetric (gaussians) with respect
to their peak. A thoroughly analogous set of 14880
simulations was run replacing the Weibull functions
with logistic functions of log contrast (see Appendix A),
but the results did not change in any respect, indicating
that symmetry (loosely speaking) of the psychometric
function does not affect convergence.
Also, we have used a seemingly unrealistic null prob-
ability of lapsing (see Section 3.1). Again, an entire set
of 14880 simulations were run setting pl0.01 whose
results confirmed all of the conclusions just raised.
This study has also shown that the ubiquitous arith-
metic mean of the linear contrasts at the reversal points
(see Table 1, column F) does not do justice to the
potential of the staircases, resulting in threshold esti-
mates at which the actual probability of a correct
response is much higher than that claimed. Wetherill
and Levitt [93] were never explicit as to which type of
mean should be used, but their illustrations clearly
indicate that they were considering arithmetic means in
the units in which the steps are constant. In the applica-
tion of these procedures to experiments where step size
is defined in log units (either explicitly or implicitly as a
fractional change of the current stimulus level; see
Section 3.3), Eq. (10) is the method of choice.
All of the analyses were also carried out for the data
from the first 2000 reversals and for the data from all
10000 reversals. No differences were observed in either
case except that the distributions of threshold estimates
(Fig. 2) were slightly narrower when 10000 reversals
were used, and they were broader when only the first
2000 reversals were used. Also, use of all stimulus levels
presented along the final 9000 reversals did not produce
qualitatively different results.
5. Small-sample characteristics
Section 4 established the asymptotic characteristics of
some FSS staircases, and identified optimal procedures
consisting of a specific D:D ratio for use with each
up:down rule so that the percent-correct targeted by the
staircase is well defined irrespective of other factors.
Those results indicate the outcomes of very long stair-
cases, but short versions of them may not share these
properties. This section studies the extent to which
those results hold up when the number of reversals is
small (in practice, this number hardly ever exceeds 10;
see Table 1, column E). This study will be restricted to
the optimal pairings of up:down rule and D:D ratio,
and only relative step sizes D:sB1 will be considered
since asymptotic target constancy breaks down for
larger step sizes. The issues explored in this small-sam-
ple study cover (i) drift, or the extent to which a
staircase that starts on target may drift away, (ii) effects
of starting value, and (iii) efficiency.
5.1. General
Each simulation consisted of 2000 staircases. A psy-
chometric Weibull function with s0.5 was used in all
cases, and it was always located at m101.5 with
respect to the asymptotic con6ergence probability for the
up:down rule, D:D ratio, and relative step size used
in each run. Thus, for the run involving a one-down:
one-up rule (hence, D:D 0.2845) with D:s
0.025, C was located with respect to p0.7773, which
is the probability associated with the corresponding
asymptotic percent-correct (i.e. with the ordinate of the
leftmost circle in the top panel of Fig. 3(b)). Thus, the
target point in all simulations was the location parame-
ter m. Carry-on was used as the boundary condition,
and only Eq. (10) was used to average reversal values.
5.2. Small-sample drift
Ideally, a staircase whose starting value was at its
convergence contrast would not drift off it. Although in
actual practice information is not available as to
whether the starting value of a staircase is on or off
target, it seems reasonable to determine the extent to
which a small-sample staircase may drift away when it
starts precisely on target.
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5.2.1. Design
A set of 4202160 simulation conditions were
defined as the factorial combination of four up:down
rules (one-, two-, three- and four-down:one-up, each
associated with the optimal ratio D:D), 20 relative
step sizes D:s (from 0.025 to 0.975, in increments of
0.05), and two lengths (10 and 20 reversals). The start-
ing value was m1m, and thresholds were estimated
using the last 80, 60, or 40% of the reversals.
The mean and interquartile range of the 2000
threshold estimates obtained in each run7 were used to
define small-sample contrast and target percent-correct
values and intervals in a similar way as discussed in
Section 4.1. Small-sample mean drift was defined as the
difference between the small-sample target percent-cor-
rect and the asymptotic convergence percent-correct for
the corresponding staircase settings. Thus, positive
mean drifts indicate that small-sample percent-correct is
higher than asymptotic percent-correct, and vice versa
for negative mean drifts. A small-sample drift inter6al
was similarly obtained by subtracting the asymptotic
percent-correct from each of the limits of the small-
sample percent-correct interval.
5.2.2. Results and discussion
Fig. 4 shows the mean drift (symbols) and drift
interval (vertical lines) for selected runs, revealing that:
(i) mean drift is negligible except when relative step size
is too large and threshold is estimated from very few
reversals (bottom panels of Fig. 4(a)); (ii) for staircases
of fixed length, the drift interval broadens with decreas-
ing number of reversals used for threshold estimation,
with decreasing number down, and with increasing step
size (i.e. in either Fig. 4(a) or Fig. 4(b), vertical lines are
longer in the bottom panels, they shorten from left to
right across each row of panels, and they shorten from
right to left within any given panel); and (iii) mean drift
is less subject to fluctuations, and drift interval is
narrower, as length increases (i.e. any panel in Fig. 4(b)
shows better characteristics than its counterpart in Fig.
4(a)).
While these characteristics could have been antici-
pated, the interquartile ranges in Fig. 4 reveal that
short staircases have a potential for drifting very far
away from their target e6en when their starting 6alue is
on target. This is contrary to the common belief that
once they reach the vicinity of threshold, staircases will
meander around it: for large relative step sizes (say,
larger than 0.5), the drift interval may span up to 30
percent points, more than half the range of the psycho-
metric function. Use of very small steps may seem to
remedy this problem, as the panels of Fig. 4 indicate
that drift is virtually null (drift interval spanning
around 5 percent points) at the smallest relative step
sizes. The next section explores whether small steps are
advisable in the more realistic case when starting value
may be far from target.
5.3. Effects of starting 6alue
5.3.1. Design
The same design of Section 5.2 was used to produce
two further sets of 160 simulations differing only as to
starting value. Specifically, the only difference with
respect to the previous simulations (which assumed
m1m) is that in one case starting value was m1
m10s:2 and in the other it was m1m10s:2. These
starting values, respectively, correspond to a point
above the guessing level but still below threshold (as
sought by some experimenters) and a well-above-
threshold point (as sought by others). Threshold esti-
mates were treated as described in Section 5.2, but the
term ‘drift’ does not seem appropriate now and ‘error’
will be used instead. A negative error indicates that a
staircase provided a threshold estimate whose associ-
ated probability given the psychometric function is
lower than the target, and vice versa for positive errors.
5.3.2. Results and discussion
Fig. 5 shows the mean errors and error intervals for
each of the two sets of simulations. Noticeably, short
staircases (Fig. 5(a)) with small step sizes do not have
the time to reach their target, and starting values above
target result in positive errors (inverted triangles), while
starting values below target result in negative errors
(upright triangles). In general, negative errors are larger
than positive errors. This is because reversals are un-
likely at contrasts where the probability of a correct
response is very high (as is the case when starting value
is above target). In these cases, the first part of the
staircase is usually a long sequence down. Conversely,
when starting value is below target the probability of a
correct response is still above 0.5, and this produces
reversals (that eventually lead to an early termination
of the procedure) rather than a string of wrong re-
sponses that would drive the staircase up towards
target.
The situation improves slightly as the number of
reversals excluded from threshold estimation increases
(from top to bottom in each column of Fig. 5(a) or Fig.
5(b)), and is also better as length increases (compare
any panel in Fig. 5(b) with its counterpart in Fig. 5(a)).
On the other hand, error intervals here have the same
characteristics as the drift intervals discussed in Section
5.2.
Thus, while use of the smallest possible step seemed
to be the safest choice given the results of Section 5.2,
7 For simplicity, the three threshold estimates obtained from each
staircase would be treated as if they had come from independent
simulation runs. Thus, this study will be treated as a 4206
factorial design.
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Fig. 4. Small-sample drift as a function of relative step size D:s for staircases implementing one-down:one-up (first column), two-down:one-up
(second column), three-down:one-up (third column) and four-down:one-up (fourth column) rules. Each up:down rule used the optimal D:D
ratio described in the text. (a) Results for overall length of 10 reversals and (b) results for overall length of 20 reversals. The sum of the two
numerals in each inset indicates overall length, and the last numeral indicates the number of reversals from which the final threshold estimate was
computed. Results for 46 in (a) and 812 in (b) were intermediate, and the corresponding plots have been omitted. Final threshold was
obtained as the geometric mean of reversal values in linear (Michelson-like) units. Drift is expressed relative to asymptotic convergence, as
described in the text. Vertical lines through each symbol indicate the size of the drift interval. A psychometric function of spread s0.5 was used
in all simulations, in each case located at m101.5 with respect to the asymptotic convergence probability determined in Section 4. Starting value
was on target in all cases.
the results displayed in Fig. 5 now prove that the only
effect of small steps is to prevent a short staircase from
reaching away from its starting value. Then, overall,
these results advise against the use of small steps: if the
starting value is well below threshold, the staircase is
likely to finish before even approaching threshold; if the
starting value is known to be already near threshold,
then why bother to spend further time to end up
basically in the same location?
5.4. Efficiency
In practice, the number of trials required for comple-
tion is as important a criterion as the bias and precision
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Fig. 5. Small-sample error as a function of relative step size D:s for staircases implementing one-down:one-up (first column), two-down:one-up
(second column), three-down:one-up (third column) and four-down:one-up (fourth column) rules. Each up:down rule used the optimal D:D
ratio described in the text. Inverted triangles represent errors when starting value is s:2 log units above target, and upright triangles represent
errors when starting value is s:2 log units below target. For clarity, results for alternating relative step sizes have been represented in each panel.
(a) Results for overall length of 10 reversals and (b) results for overall length of 20 reversals. The sum of the two numerals in each inset indicates
overall length and the last numeral indicates the number of reversals from which the final threshold estimate was computed. Results for 46 in
(a) and 812 in (b) were intermediate, and the corresponding plots have been omitted. Final threshold was obtained as the geometric mean of
reversal values in linear (Michelson-like) units. Error is expressed relative to asymptotic convergence. Vertical lines through each symbol (solid
lines for inverted triangles and dashed lines for upright triangles) indicate the size of the error interval. A psychometric function with spread
s0.5 was used in all simulations, in each case located at m101.5 with respect to the asymptotic convergence probability determined in
Section 4.
of a small-sample staircase, and this number of trials
can be used with measures of precision in order to
determine the efficiency of a given type of staircase [82].
In all of the preceding simulations, track was kept of
the number of trials incurred by each staircase, and
descriptive statistics of these numbers were computed in
each run.
Fig. 6 shows the mean and S.D. of these numbers of
trials as a function of relative step size for each of the
small-sample runs, where the effects of up:down rule
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Fig. 6. Mean (symbols) and mean9S.D. (vertical bars through each symbol) of the number of trials incurred by small-sample staircases, as a
function of relative step size. Results are presented for staircases of length 10 (top row) or 20 (bottom row) implementing the up:down rules
indicated at the top of each column. Each data point is based on the 2000 staircases simulated in the corresponding run, which used the optimal
D:D ratio for the up:down rule implemented. Different symbols indicate starting value condition using the same graphical convention as in
Figs. 4 and 5 (upright triangles, s:2 log units below target; circles, on target; inverted triangles, s:2 log units above target).
and staircase length on number of trials is clearly
apparent. Not unexpectedly, small steps result in the
largest numbers of trials, especially when starting value
is above target (inverted triangles). Interestingly, a
lower asymptote for the number of trials required for
completion of any given staircase seems to be reached
when relative step size is around 0.5. Then, if this was
the only criterion, large steps up (no smaller than s:2)
would be the choice in order to minimize the number of
trials incurred.
A more useful picture arises when these numbers of
trials are combined with the bias and precision mea-
sures of Section 5.2 and Section 5.3 to produce a
measure of efficiency. Efficiency is usually defined as
the number of trials required to achieve a certain
precision, but this definition cannot be applied when it
is the number of reversals that serves as a termination
criterion. Although the definition could be amended to
compensate for the varying numbers of trials incurred
when length is defined as a fixed number of reversals, a
simpler way around this difficulty is to express effi-
ciency in terms of the breadth of the small-sample
percent-correct intervals of Section 5.2.
For our purpose here, a simple plot of the breadth of
this interval against number of trials will suffice. Fig. 7
displays efficiencies in this way, with the results for the
three starting values of each set of staircases plotted
separately. (For a complete picture, the bias shown in
Fig. 5 should also be kept in mind, since this informa-
tion is lacking in Fig. 7.) Use of only 10 reversals with
one- or two-down:one-up rules—which results in the
smallest numbers of trials—is inadvisable: with small
steps there is a great potential for bias (see top row in
Fig. 5(a)), and use of large steps which reduces this bias
results in broader percent-correct intervals without any
meaningful reduction in number of trials incurred (see
filled symbols in the top two panels of Fig. 7). In other
words, with these up:down rules either the threshold
estimates will be biased (unless the staircase starts very
close to threshold, in which case there is no reason to
start it) or threshold estimates can result nearly any-
where over the entire spread of the psychometric
function.
Figs. 5 and 7 show that small steps are not advisable
in any case: either there is too much risk of substantial
bias (Fig. 5) or the number of trials incurred may be
too large (Fig. 7). Interestingly, each set of three curves
in Fig. 7 (for different starting values under otherwise
identical conditions) collapse when relative step size is
above 0.5, i.e. efficiency becomes independent of start-
ing value when D:s]0.5. On the other hand, Figs. 4
and 5 indicate that there is never any substantial bias
when D:s]0.5 either. Altogether, this indicates that
D should be valued between s:2 and s. Of course,
Fig. 7 indicates that some precision is lost with every
increase in relative step size, but this can be compen-
sated for by increasing the number down: note that the
lines of symbols flatten out (but do not significantly
shift to the right) down the panels of Fig. 7.
5.5. Summary and conclusions
The results of this study can be summarized as
follows: short FSS staircases using the optimal D:D
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Fig. 7. Relationship between breadth of the small-sample percent-correct interval and mean number of trials incurred by small-sample staircases.
Results are shown only for the case when the last 80% of the reversals is used to estimate threshold. Mean numbers of trials are the same as were
represented in Fig. 6, and breadths (expressed in %) correspond to the length of the vertical lines in the top panels of Fig. 4(a,b) and Fig. 5(a,b).
The same graphical conventions as in Figs. 4 and 5 are used to denote starting value (upright triangles, below target; circles, on target; inverted
triangles, above target). Filled and open symbols, respectively correspond to runs requiring 10 and 20 reversals, as indicated in the insets. Each
symbol in any given string pertains to a specific relative step size, and step size increases from bottom right to top left along each string. Each
panel displays the relationship for a different up:down rule (as indicated in the insets) with the corresponding optimal D:D ratio.
ratio for the up:down rule that they implement are
insensitive to starting value, and yield unbiased esti-
mates provided that relative step size D:s is not
smaller than 0.5, and threshold is estimated from at
least eight reversals. For smaller step sizes, short stair-
cases (fewer than 20 reversals) will yield biased esti-
mates unless their starting value is on target or very
close to it. On the other hand, precision and experimen-
tal cost (number of trials incurred) both decrease with
increasing relative step size.
The somewhat limited precision of thresholds esti-
mated with short FSS staircases is known to most
psychophysicists, and compensatory measures such as
averaging the estimates obtained in several replications
of the staircase are often taken (see Table 1, column G;
see also Section 6.3). In some cases, staircases are
screened and those which look unstable are discarded
[18], as are also those providing estimates which do not
agree with expectations [34] or with estimates from
other concurrent staircases [49]. Discrepancies between
estimates from concurrent staircases have occasionally
been reported to be above 0.4 log units [49], an ex-
tremely large figure considering that the spread of the
psychometric function for detection is around 0.3 log
units (see Ref. [23], p. 528).
These results advise against the conventional prelimi-
nary phase that is used to reach the vicinity of
threshold. This phase often uses large steps or starts
with large steps that shorten progressively, and then an
FSS staircase with a very small step size takes over,
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whose starting value is simply the stimulus level at the
last trial in the preliminary phase. Of course, this
starting value is unlikely to be close to threshold except
by chance. Since a short FSS staircase using small steps
does not move far off its starting value, threshold
estimates are mostly determined during the preliminary
phase and the final FSS staircase adds little to the
estimation procedure. In contradistinction, an FSS
staircase with large steps and without preliminaries will
be more efficient if the savings of eliminating the pre-
liminary phase are invested in running a longer
staircase.
6. General discussion and practical recommendations
6.1. Summary of results
Using simulation techniques, this study has provided
evidence that:
(1) FSS staircases hardly ever converge on the per-
cent-correct points derived by Wetherill and Levitt [93]
or Kaernbach [32]. Asymptotic convergence is tight
(percent-correct interval of 90.3 percent points after
10000 reversals; see Fig. 2) but on percent-correct
points which greatly depend on relative step size (see
Fig. 3), whose exact value is unknown in practice (to
the extent that the spread of C is unknown).
(2) When D\D, asymptotic convergence percent-
correct approaches the guessing level as relative step
size increases. When D D, asymptotic convergence
percent-correct depends on starting value and fluctuates
greatly as relative step size increases. Only when DB
D in a specific proportion that covaries with up:down
rule do staircases converge asymptotically on a percent-
correct that is largely invariant with relative step size
(see Fig. 3).
(3) Truncation of off-limits stimulus levels called for
by the staircase rules (see Section 3.5) results in asymp-
totic convergence on percent points lower than those
obtained without truncation. Application of a carry-on
boundary condition solves the problem.
(4) Small-sample FSS staircases using the optimal
D:D ratio for the up:down rule implemented yield
unbiased estimates when starting value is on target, and
their precision decreases as relative step size increases.
The small-sample percent-correct interval under these
(optimal) conditions is broader than 5 percent points,
and it can even reach 30 percent points (see Fig. 4).
(5) When starting value is off target, small-sample
staircases yield biased estimates when relative step size
is small, even when length is 20 reversals. For larger
relative step sizes, bias disappears and precision is
analogous to that of staircases starting on target (see
Fig. 5).
(6) The number of trials incurred increases with
length and up:down rule, but decreases with relative
step size (see Fig. 6).
(7) Relationships between precision and number of
trials in small-sample FSS staircases (see Fig. 7) may
aid in selecting staircase parameters for achieving a
predetermined level of precision (lack of bias granted)
with the minimal experimental cost. These relationships
advise against the use of one- and two-down:one-up
rules with fewer than 20 reversals.
(8) Threshold must be computed as the arithmetic
mean of reversal values in the units in which step size is
constant. In small samples, precision and bias measures
deteriorate greatly if threshold is estimated by averag-
ing all stimulus levels beyond a given point along the
staircase.
6.2. Practical recommendations
Contrary to common practice, the results summa-
rized in the previous section prompt the following
practical recommendations, to be observed jointly:
(1) Use large steps up, 6alued between s:2 and s (at
d0.01; see Section 3.1). The spread s of the psycho-
metric function may not be known precisely, but a
rough estimate of it will suffice. In a different context
and for different reasons, large steps have also been
advocated by King-Smith et al. [35]. For use with FSS
staircases, large steps have several advantages. First,
they produce reversals more quickly, allowing for
longer staircases without incurring more trials. As a
result, threshold estimates are based on more data, and
are thus less subject to sampling fluctuations. Second,
they guarantee that virtually every reversal is inter-
pretable as having actually occurred above or below
threshold (as appropriate) and, thus, reversals do in-
deed bracket threshold. Third, if the staircase sinks
below threshold after a sequence of lucky guesses, they
allow for a quick come-back to a range of contrasts
where the stimulus is perceptible, thus providing sub-
jects with reminders of what the stimulus is like, as
advised by some authors (e.g. Refs. [35,38]).
(2) Use a smaller step down than up, and in the
appropriate ratio for the up:down rule selected (see
Section 4.3). Equal (and large) sizes for steps up and
down imply that the psychometric function will not be
appropriately sampled. Unequal step sizes (in a non-in-
teger ratio) solve this problem. Yet, larger steps down
than up make the staircase sink in the low end of the
psychometric function (see inverted triangles in the
three bottom panels of Fig. 3(b)).
(3) Do not let the staircase know about boundaries.
Stimulus at boundary levels will have to be displayed
when an off-limits level is requested, but the staircase
should proceed as if this had not happened. There is an
added value to this strategy: if the staircase keeps
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Fig. 8. Track of a simulated staircase implementing a three-down:
one-up rule with an absolute step size D 0.3 log units and
D 0.7393D 0.2218 log units. Starting value was m11 (log
contrast of zero) and contrast was reduced by D after each correct
response until the first wrong response occurred. Then the three-
down:one-up rule took over (the leftmost vertical line indicates when
this transition occurred) and continued until 14 reversals occurred,
only the last 12 of which were used to estimate threshold. The
rightmost vertical line separates ‘practice’ trials (until the second
reversal, on its left) from ‘experimental’ trials (beyond the second
reversal, on its right). Note that the two reversals that occurred
within these two vertical lines might as well have been used for
threshold estimation. The horizontal tick marks on the right of the
panel indicate the contrasts (in log units) at which the latter reversals
occurred. A horizontal line is drawn at the ordinate of the final
threshold estimate, obtained as the arithmetic mean of the reversal
values in the log units used in the graph (i.e. using Eq. (10), or the
geometric mean of linear contrasts at the reversal points). Filled
circles indicate correct responses, and open circles indicate wrong
responses. The carry-on boundary condition was implemented, al-
though it does not show in this track.
trustworthy, except perhaps the first couple of them
(and this only depends on the starting value for the
staircase).
6.3. Illustration
As an illustration of a design that adheres to the
above recommendations, and not pretending that this is
the ultimate optimal choice, a short simulation was
carried out to make explicit in quantitative terms some
of the advantages just mentioned. Fourteen reversals
were produced of a staircase implementing a three-
down:one-up rule with a step size D 0.3 log units
and the appropriate value for D (D 0.7393D 
0.2218). Contrast levels at the last 12 reversals were
averaged to estimate threshold. Starting value was
m11. In a real setting, threshold may be close to 3 log
units below this starting value (e.g. with a spatial
frequency at the peak of the contrast sensitivity func-
tion). Therefore, in order to avoid a potentially long
sequence down of three-trial blocks of correct re-
sponses, contrast was reduced by D after each correct
response until the first wrong response occurred, and
the staircase proper started at that contrast. The simu-
lation was ‘blind’ in the sense that the location m and
spread s of C were chosen at random at run-time, with
the only constraints that m comes from a uniform
distribution over [101.5,100.5] and s comes from a
uniform distribution over [0.3,0.6]. The actual values
turned out to be m100.51 and s0.34, so that this
simulation happened to use a relative step size D:s
0.882. Beforehand, it had been decided that the psycho-
metric function be located with respect to p0.8315,
since 83.15% is the percent-correct point that this stair-
case would be claimed to target8.
Fig. 8 displays the track of this staircase, showing
that it took only 52 trials to complete. The estimated
threshold was 100.49, where the psychometric function
evaluates to 0.8873. Compared to a probability of
0.8315 at m100.51, this run missed its target by 0.02
log units (in contrast terms) or 5.58 percent points (in
terms of percent-correct given the psychometric func-
tion). This precision is somewhat accidental, but it is
not unusual for this type of staircase. Following com-
mon experimental practice (see Table 1, column G),
three additional staircases were simulated (with the
same settings and values for m and s as before) and a
final threshold estimate was computed as the average of
the four independent thresholds. The four-staircase
requesting steps up when the upper boundary has been
surpassed, it is very likely that the stimulus is simply
not detectable by the subject. Then, additional rules can
be implemented to terminate the procedure before the
required number of reversals occur.
(4) Do not use the one- and two-down:one-up rules
with fewer than 20 re6ersals. As Fig. 7 shows, use of
large step sizes with these rules does not result in very
precise estimates, and does not reduce the number of
trials either. A four-down:one-up rule is not affected by
this problem, but use of a three-down:one-up rule may
be sufficient.
(5) Use a well-abo6e-threshold starting 6alue. This will
provide the subject with a number of instances of the
stimulus at the beginning of the session for him:her to
have a clear idea of what the stimulus is like, as
advocated by Green et al. [25].
(6) Suppress the preliminary phase, and invest the
savings in running a longer FSS staircase.
(7) Estimate threshold using the arithmetic mean of
re6ersal 6alues in the units in which steps are constant.
Use of all stimulus levels introduces bias and reduces
precision in short staircases.
(8) Do not discard data from any re6ersal beyond the
second. With large step sizes all reversals are equally
8 From the string of squares in the third panel of Fig. 3(b),
asymptotic convergence at the nearest relative step size (D:s
0.875) is on the 83.31%-correct point. In practice, the exact spread of
the psychometric function will not be known for a precise determina-
tion of relative step size, but note that the actual percent-correct point
targeted (83.31%) is sufficiently close to the nominal percent-correct
point (83.15%) that this staircase would be claimed to target.
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procedure was repeated 300 times, with the result that
72.7% of the final thresholds fell within 90.02 log
units of target, and 97.3% fell within 90.05 log units.
In terms of the psychometric function, 62% of the final
thresholds fell within 95 percent points of the nominal
target percent-correct, and 86% fell within 910 percent
points. Thus, although estimates from a single staircase
can be inaccurate, the average of a few of them removes
part of the inaccuracies, and pictures of efficiency based
on results of individual staircases (such as Fig. 7)
should be put in this perspective. The four-staircase
procedure completed in an average (over the 300 repeti-
tions) of 210.33 trials with a minimum of 181 and a
maximum of 250, fewer than those resulting from other
single-staircase designs reportedly requiring 150–200
trials [10], about 100 trials [8], or 60–80 trials [49,99].
6.4. Concluding remarks
Psychophysicists should pay more attention to the
design of FSS staircases, and also to their description.
Description of an FSS staircase should include state-
ments of (i) the up:down rule, (ii) the step sizes up and
down, described in the units in which they are constant,
(iii) the boundary condition, (iv) the total number of
reversals and the number or reversals used for
threshold estimation, (v) the number of staircases ran
to determine each reported datum, and (vi) the method
(if any) used to determine a starting value for the
staircase. In any case, our results indicate that there is
not much choice regarding some of these settings: only
the carry-on boundary condition is advisable, D
should be set between s:2 and s, and the ratio D:D
should be set at the optimal value for the up:down rule
adopted (0.2845, 0.5488, 0.7393 and 0.8415, respec-
tively, for the one-, two-, three- and four-down:one-up
rules). Only in these cases will the staircases actually
target fixed percent-correct points irrespective of the
sizes of the steps.
Given the effects of other settings on the actual
percent-correct targeted by the staircase, and given the
amount of error incurred by short staircases using small
step sizes and arbitrary starting values, reported failures
to replicate results of other researchers should not be
surprising. This should not be taken to imply that all
psychophysical experiments must now be redone using
these staircases. Indeed, it was found along the course
of our literature search that non-adaptive psychophysi-
cal methods (e.g. adjustment, limits, constant stimuli)
have been used in many more papers than those listed
in Table 1 for having used FSS staircases. Nevertheless,
experimental results will be more dependable if the
design of FSS staircases follows the guidelines given in
Section 6.2 as opposed to what Wetherill and Levitt
[93] or Kaernbach [32] suggested.
Also, this paper has concentrated on the most popu-
lar use of FSS staircases where threshold is estimated as
the average of stimulus levels at the reversal points, and
all of our conclusions regarding the effect of step sizes
on convergence percent-correct points apply only to
that situation. Further work would be needed to deter-
mine whether these conclusions generalize to alternative
estimation methods based on maximum-likelihood and:
or Bayesian approaches (see Ref. [82]).
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Appendix A
A.1. Psychometric logistic functions of log contrast
A psychometric function based on a logistic function




, m [0,1]. (A1)
This psychometric function has spread s at a given d





and has location m with respect to p (as defined in





For the simulations described in the text, psychometric
logistic functions were used with the same spreads (at
d0.01) and locations (at the various p values) as their
Weibull counterparts.
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